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SG candidates want your votes
Pro-life and prochoice respond
to last week's
letter, "Kill the
mother"
P-7
4-star review of
Matrix
p.11
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Emsemble
Kalinda to bring
thier unique
musical blend to
WSU
p.9

By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
Assistant News Editor
Student Government candidates
arc preparing for the upcoming elections and have begun to campaign to
let the student body know their goals
for 1999-2000 school year.
One ticket for president/vice president is Liz Conzo and Eric Schwcser.
Conzo is a second year economics
and finance major and currently director of internal affairs for SG. She is a
member of Zeta Tau Alpha. Student
Organization Budget Committee and
the WSU Model United Nations team
Schweser is a junior secondary
education major and member of Delta
Tau Delta and the InterFratcmityCouncil. He is a Community Advisor, part
of the National Residence Hall H< inorary and serves on the food service and
buildings and grounds committees for
SG.
Conzo and Schwcser feci that their
experience in SG hits prepared them
for a possible move into other positions and for aiming up with solutions
to problems.
"We want to continue the SG initiatives of this year. We both have a
working knowledge of SG and can sec
where past administrations are going
and hopefully not repeat any mistakes.
Ourplatform also stems from the Raider
Talks. We lieard what students were
complaining about and have worked
tocomeupwithsoIutions,"saidConzo.
"One of our top priorities after the
Raider Talks is to look at the level of

sen ice on campus. We heard students
talk about the treatment they get at
different offices and some were upset
about rudeness or p<x>r service. We
would like to set up a program to
evaluate that."
Tlieprognun.Opcnuion: "Hi. How
are you?," would consist of a group of
about 4t (studentseach quarter who use
various offices such as the Bursar,
Parking and Transportation and Advising. When a student uses the service
they thenfillout a survey and SG will
compile the results.
"We will publish them on the SG
website, make them available in our
office and provide the offices which
were reviewed with a copy of the
evaluations." said Conzo.
"It is meant to make the workers
more accountable. The students need
to have a checks and balances system
with tlie university and be able to get
feedback to tlx: administration. We
pay a lot of money to go to school here
and deserve to get quality service,"
said Schwcser.
Thccandidiiteshavepnjposed publishing the professor evaluations as
well.
"Dollars and Sense" is anotlicr
goal lor Conzo anil Schwcser that
hopes to better the communication
between students and the university.
"The idea is to provide students
with more information on fees and
tuition to let them know where tlx:
money is going. We will also try to let
them knowabout meetings or contacts
so that they can feel more involved in
the process." said Schwcser.

Major league
baseball preview

Eric Schweser (left) and Liz Conzo
They are also looking into a finals
focus week to let students concentrate
on exams and Raider Pride initiatives
to boost participation in events on campus.
"We think tiiat people should be
proud of where they go to school. We
want to make organizations ;ind activities more visible, especially to commuters." said Conzo.
"We are always open to suggestions. If someone hasacomplaint or an
idea for solutions they can feel free to
let us know."
The other pair of candidates for
; ^resident/ vice-president arc Gcrmaine
Martin and Dan Perry .
Martin is a second year student
with junior status majoring in mathematics and human factors engineering. She is a member of the Lamlxla
Union, president of tlte adaptive swim

cluband academic excellence chair tor
the National Society of Black Engineers at WSU.
Peny is a sophomore computer
sc icnee major, i nembcr of the ndapti ve
swim team and IK lielps run adaptive
sports through Campus Recreation.
He is also active in tlx; Residential
Community Association and the community governments.
Martin and Peny both have student government experience prior to
college.
Martin wants people to know up
front that having a disability will not
keep Ixir or Peny from being able todo
theirjobs ifelectcd and it should not be
a factor in anyone's decision on who to

See "SG" p.2

FAST FACT

If you can't say "Slobodan,"
DON'T!

p. 13

How to sound intelligent about
the conflict in Kosovo
Slobodan Milosevic
'Slo-bo-don Myl-'o-su-vicl
Kosovo
'Ko-su-vo
Albania
Al-ba-ne-u
Skopje
Bko-p-yu
Balkans
'Bol-kins
Pristina
Prish-te-na
Rambouillet
Rom-boo-Va

WSU baseball
re-cap
p.14
Dan Perry (left) and Germaine Martin
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Beta Gamma invitations
By KIM FRICKE
News Writer
High scholastic achievers in
Wright State University's business
world can expect invitations to join
Beta Gamma Sigma Business
Honor Society in the mail this
week.
Students have long been iden
tified and faculty will be making
presentations to these students in
class, one hundred seventy-five
WSU students are bestowed this
honor.
Their selection not only recognizes academic achievement, but
also expresses confidence in the
students' abilities and promise to
become future business leaders.
To be eligible for membership,
a student must rank in the upper
seven percent of the junior class,
upper lOpercentoftheseniorclass.
or upper 20 percent of the graduat-

ARSON/RELATED
OFFENSES
Mar.29: A Hawthorn Hall
resident reported criminal
damaging.
\pr.2: A Hawthorn Hall resident
reported criminal damaging.
Apr3: A North Hampton resident
reported criminal damaging to a
vehicle in Lot 11.
ASSAULT
Mar.26: A Fairborn resident
reported menacing by stalking
Mar.30: A Fairborn resident
reported aggravated injury.
LARCENY/THEFT
Mar.31: A Jamestown resident
reported a theft in Hamilton Hall
Mar.31: A Hamilton Hall
resident reported theft in the
building.
Apr.2: A Dayton resident
reported theft from Milieu hall.
Apr.3: A Fairborn resident
reported theft from a vehicle in
Lot 10.
Apr.4: A Fairborn resident
reported theft from a vehicle in
the Woods.
OFFENSE OF THE PUBLIC
PEACE
Mar.31: Inducing panic was
reported in Hickory Hall.
Apr.2: Inducing panic was
reported in Hawthorn Hall.
Apr.2: 22 Hawthorn Hall
residents were cited into court for
misconduct at an emergency
THEFT/FRAUD
Mar.29: Stolen property was
reported in Hawthorn Hall.

"SG" continued

"lVx>pk:havtTa!**dqucstionsah< nil
my physical ability todothejob..I want
them to know dial it is not a problem.
Mosi of the time people linii that they
have a hard time keeping up with me
instead of me trying to keep up with
them. I do things because I think ami 1
know I can." said Martin.
"We are not running to get sympathy votes. We won't know if that's
why someone voted for us. but they
sliould cast a vote for as because they
believe we can do die job." said Perry.
Maitin and Perry have several issues to address as they run for SG dial
they diink wili benefit dx-student Ixxly.
two of which concern classes.
"I think we should be able lo publish the answers students give to the last
question on die teacher evaluation on if
the student would recommend the professor." said M;utin.
"If I can make a more informed
choice and a better choice then I'd like
to do that," said Perry.
They would also like to expand
"It's a great thing to put on a cnts of at risk youth through home
tutoringservicesforstudentsotherthan
resume." says Chesen."You never construction.
BGSBHS
has
been
in
operafreshman
and for certain classes.
know when someone looking at
"Right now only freshman get free
your resume may have been a mem- tion since 1907 and consists of
approximately 350 chapters.
tutoring, hut there are other students
ber themselves."
who may be in die same classes, espc-

ing master s class
"Students accepting this honor
will be setting themselves apart
from other students of business,"
said Alan Chcsen. president of
BGSBHS, "Identification with
Beta Gamma Sigma shows you
are in an elite class."
According to Chesen. scholars
are also encouraged to join
BGSBHS because many corporate
executives and distinguished faculty in the country arc members.

The induction ceremony foi
these honored students wili be
held Fri.. May 14 in the Student Union.
The night will entail a formal recognition of inductees,
readings by the faculty and a
presentation by local business
honorcc Ann Higdeon, founder
of ISUS.
Higdeon is being recognized for h--r business savvy
and ability to harness the tal-

"Identification

with

Beta

Gamma Sigma shows you are in

an elite class."
— Alan Chesen,
president of BGSBHS

Campus Calendar
Wednesday, April 7
•Registration deadline for
Table Tennis Tournament for
Asian Heritage Month. Email registration
to
ahmmed.rahman @ wright.edu
*"The Opium War," movie
shown in 116 Health Sciences
Building at 3 p.m. for Asian Heritage Month.
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2:15 p.m. and
at 5:45 p.m. in WI05A extension
from the Student Union Dinin
Room.
• "A college level study of the
book of Hebrews," a Bible study
sponsored by Life and Truth, at
noon in W025 Student Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at
noon in 279 Millett Hall.
• Bible study, sponsored by
Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at
noon in 379 Millett Hall.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 5
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at 8
p.m. in E156A Student Union.
Thursday, April 8
• Indonesian vegetarian cuisine served at the Campus Ministry at noon for Asian Heritage
Month.
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2:15 p.m. and

at 5:15 p.m. in W105A extension
from the Student Union Dining
Room.
• Campus Crusade for Christ
Primetime meeting at 7:30p.m. in
001A Medical Sciences Building.
Friday, April 9
•Table Tennis Tournament for
Asian Heritage Month at 5 p.m. in
the Student Union Gym.
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2 p.m. and at
5:15p.m.inWl05Aextensionfrom
the Student Union Dining Room.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
CampusCrusade forChrist.atnoon
in 279 Millett Hall.
• Student Government meeting
at 5 p.m. in E157 Student Union.
• "God's Economy," a bible
study sponsored by Life and Truth,
at 7 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Bible study, sponsored by
Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at
noon in 379 Millett Hall.
Saturday, April 10
• "The Opium War," movie
shown in 116 Health Sciences
Building at 3 p.m. for Asian Heritage Month.
• International Friendship Affair from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. in the
Student Union Atrium.
• Indian students meeting at 3
p.m. in E156C Student Union.
• Student Entrepreneurs United

cially genera! education courses. Even one in die class should I lave the
same oppoitunily lo get help," saiii
Perry
I also see a need tor additional
help to ivotfeiwl in dungs like math or
science where people tend to need
extra support." s;tid Martin.
Another goal is to improve die
campus environment and bring more
unity to those on campus.
"We would like lo have a quarter
where every day ore very weckagroup
can set up a display in the atrium to
show who they arc and what they do.
We can learn a lot from each other and
a1, it each other. It might also include
a day during winter quarter like Fall
Fcst to provide organizations wilh a
chance to introduce themselves to students. We see new people come in the
w inter and diey need to know what we
have here," said Perry.
Martin thinks activities like that
may also be a way to reach commuters.
"1 was part of a focus group over
the summer and heard that commuters
didn't feel like they were a part of the
university so we'd like to let them
know how to be more involved," said
Martin.
Due to the complaints heard from

See "SG" p. 4
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meeting at 6 p.m. in E156A Student Union
Sunday, April 11
• Phi Mu meeting at 3 p.m. in
W169B Student Union.
• Delta Zeta meeting at 4 p.m.
in El56C Student Union.
• Zeta Tau Alpha meeting at 4
p.m. in W156A.B Student Union.
• Sigma Phi Epsilon meeting at
6 p.m. in El63A Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at
6:30 p.m. inE157 Student Union.
• Phi Sigma Phi meeting at 7
p.m. in E154 Student Union.
• Alpha Phi Alpha meeting at 7
p.m. in E163B Student Union.
Monday, April 12
• Lecture on Dr. Margaret
Chung for Asian Heritage Month
in 109 Oelman Hall at noon.
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2:15 p.m. and at
5:15 p.m. in W 105Aextcnsion from
the Student Union Dining Room.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Milieu Hall.
• lnterFratemity Council meeting at 7 p.m. in W169B.C Student
Union.
• Bible study, sponsored by
Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at
noon in 379 Millett Hall.
• Jewish Student Union meeting at 6:30 p.m. in E154 Student

sjgfcL 4

'
Union.
Tuesday, April 13
• Presentation on India for
Asian Heritage Month in
W169B.C at 4 p.m.
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2:15 p.m. and at
5:15 p.m. in W105A extension
from the Student Union Dining
Room.
• Wright Outdoors meeting at 7
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• 'Tuesday Night Thing," sponsored by Baptist Collegiate Minis
tries, at 7 p.m. in 116 Health Sci
ences Building.
Wednesday, April 14
• "A college level study of the
book of Hebrews," a Bible study
sponsored by Life and Truth, at
noon in W025 Student Union.
• Noon Prayer, sponsored by
Campus Crusade for Christ, at noon
in 279 Millett Hall.
• Bible study, sponsored by
Baptist Collegiate Ministries, at
noon in 379 Millett Hall
• Muslim prayer in the Upper
Hearth Lounge at 2:15 p.m. and at
5:15 p.m. in WI05A extension
from the Student Union Dining
Room.
• Iota Phi Theta meeting at 5
p.m. in W025 Student Union.
• Delta Tau Delta meeting at 8
p.m. in El56A Student Union.
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Model UN wins Best Delegation awards in NY
By HEATHER M.
BISHARA
News Editor
The Wright State University Model United Nations learn
look top honors at the National
Collegiate Model United Nations Conference in New York
City.
The team was honored with
Distinguished Delegation
awards for representing iwo
countries, Bra/.il and Chile.
Distinguished Delegation is
awarded based on the team's
work representing the foreign
policies of the two nations and
is also based on the team's
policy paper.
"This is the first time we've
represented two countries. We
wanted to branch out and make
the competition a little more
c o m p e t i t i v e , " said Jason

Dennison. a senior F.ducation
major who serves as one of the
teams head delegates.
By receiving their awards,
the team ranked in the lop 10
percent of schools at the conference.
Other schools receiving top
awards included Alma College.
Austin College. UW Oshkosh
University. Baylor University.
Georgetown University and
Brigham Young University.
"WSU has a reputation for
really being on top of the ball
when it comes to leading committees. We really have our act
together compared to some
schools," said Dennison.
The conference is entirely
run by students and is attended
by over 200 schools.
"The conference was truly
an international affair this year
with schools from all over the

world." said Dennison.
Forty members ol the team
attended the conference. 13 returning members and 27 new
members. The team included
three students from Sinclair
Community College and international students front Uganda.
Cambodia. I'alenstine. India
and Vietnam.
"We had a bigger team this
year because of the caliber of
delegates that interviewed was
higher this year." said
Dennison.
The majority of the conference was held at the Grand
Hyatt in midtown Manhattan
and the opening ceremonies
were held at the United Nations Headquarters and featured
a welcome speech by UN Secretary General Kofi Annan.
The team is advised by
Donna Schlagheck, director of

Head delegates Jason Dennison and
Gretchen Eischen
the International Studies Pro- of them," said Schlagheck.
gram at WSU, and WSU alumni
Students interested in being
Brice Thomas.
a part of the 9M-00 MUN team
"To do two countries and can pick up information in 401
take two of the top awards of Millett or look for the teams
the conference, I am very proud Fall Fest booth.

Moving into University Hall New associate

By MATT DALEY
News Writer

were very helpful and that the move
has gone very smoothly.
Many of the building's new
occupants have moved from Allyn
Hall, which will be undergoing a
renovation beginning this summer.

As of this time, most of the
administration wing and the University Division have yet to move
The newest building on Wright
to their permanent offices in University Hall, according to Lewis.
State University's landscape. University Hall, is open for business
She did mention that those moves
and slowly filling its offices and
would be finished by the end of
classrooms.
April.
The University Division will
After a year and a half of construction and preparation. Gradushare thefirstfloor offices with the
ate Studies became thefirstdepartCollege of Nursing. Most of the
ment to move into the building.
administration wing, including the
The department made the move on
General Counsel. Internal Affairs,
Feb. 24.
and Student Affairs viceprcsidcnt,
"The move has gone very well,"
will be housed on the third floor
said Shari Lewis, project manager
and will move in between April 8
for the move into University Hall.
and 15.
"In November, I started prelimiThe only exceptions will be
nary work on the move, meeting
provost Perry Moore and president
with movers and CATS to make
Kim Goldenberg. Those two will
sure everything was ready. In Januhave offices on the second floor
ary. I started having weekly meetand will move in during the last
ings with assistant coordinators
couple weeks of April, according
The Facilities and Planning
to Lewis.
from each department that would
Management offices moved to the
be moving into the building."
All of these moves arc permathird floor of University Hall on
The meetings continued up unnent. except that of Graduate StudFeb. 27 and 28. In March, the Matil the first move-in day.
ies. That department will move to
terials Management offices moved
"There was a concern about the
the third floor of the Student Union
into their new third floor space.
interruption of classes during the
towards the end of May or the
The Business and Fiscal Affairs
move, but I haven't received one
beginning of June.
Division also moved in during the
complaint yet," Lewis said. She
end of winter quarter. That
division includes Human Resources and Payroll.
Over spring break, thcCollege of Nursing moved into
their first floor offices, Lewis
said. Also, the college moved
into their classes and labs in
the basement, and classes have
been going on there since the
beginning of Spring Quarter

director to WSU
Public Safety
By Michael D. Pitman
News Writer

"I want to make [WSU] a
stronger community policing
program," said Finnic.
David Finnic was named asFinnie plans to look at all
sociate director of Public Safety safety issues and make WSU a
at Wright State last week.
place where police candidates
Born in Columbus and raised want to apply.
in Newark, Del.. Finnic spent 10
"I want to make this police
years as a University Law En- department the best in the state
forcement Officer at the Univer- of Ohio," said Finnie. Finnie
sity of Delaware. He was re- wants to have an open door pol icy
sponsible for the East and South with the entire campus. He
Central areas of the Delaware stresses the fact that he will alcampus as a Community Ori- ways be here for any student on
ented Policing officer.
campus.
"I've had such a great rapport
One main goal for Finnie is
"continuing the community ori- with the Delaware students that I
ented policing policy philosophy want to continue that (at WSU),"
for the department and for the said Finnie. Finnie received variuniversity community." Finnic ous merit awards, which he calls
has a number of interdepartmen- standard awards, at Delaware
tal goals and wants the WSU com- His big award was the E. Arthur
munity, and everything affiliated Trabant Institutional Award for
with WSU, to feel safe on cam- Womcn'sEquity for the 1994-95
pus.
school year.
Finnie's basic responsibilities
"I'm just very excited to be
as a COP officer were conduct- here," said Finnie. "It's going to
ing meetings, facilitating crime be a challenge but it's going to be
prevention programs, assisting fun at the same time."
residence assistants, forming a
Finnie
received
his
close relationship with UD' s resi - Bachelor's of Science degree
dent life office, self-defense from the University of Delaware
classes for Rape Aggression De- and was a masters candidate at
[fense for women, bike patrol, Delaware. Currently, Finnie is
field training officers and sitting looking at the various masters
programs at WSU.
on various committees at UD.

UAB prepares for May Daze

business clubs, the President's Ambassadors club and InterFratcrnily
Due to the complaints heard from l ouncil.
students Martin and Perry plan on
"I think I can give COBA a good
!(x>king into parking and food service voice in SG. I want to be there for tlxBy HEATHER M.
students' needs and feel that I can be a
as well.
BISHARA
"1 know we have a contract with strong leader," said Myer.
News Editor
Sodexho, hut their monopoly hen:
Toney isajunior financial services
hurts t he campus. There is no compe- major ami member of Sigma Gamma
The Union Activities Board
tition and many students feel that they Rho. She is in the Vision Mentor Prois currently preparing for May
are forced to pay iiigh prices for food," gram, the Association of Black Busi
Daze and the election of officsaid Perry.
ncss Students and she works for inter
ers for the 99-00 school year.
"1 want people to vote for us, obvi- nal audit at WSU.
The deadline for May Daze
ously, hut even if they don't 1 just want
"1 feel that my experience in social
booth applications has been exto see them vote. It hits been made so organizations ami businessclubs would
tended to Fri., April 9 at 5 p.m.
much easier to do this year that's al- help make me successful in the posi"This year we arc hoping to
most stuptJ not to. It's sad tliat with tion next ycarand I lix>k forward to the
get a large amount of participa16,(XX) students less than I .(XX) voted possibility offillingthe position." said
tion and a variety of booths."
last year," said Perry.
Toney
said Kclli Durham, president
Students can also vote for repreAnyone interested in hearing more
of UAB. "In the past we have
sentatives to SG from the different from tlie candidates for president/
had food, games and informacolleges. This year the candidates arc vicepresident can attend a debate on
tion booths. We arc expecting
Emily Acosta for the College of Nurs- April 12 from 11 am. to I p.m. in the
to see more creative activities
ing. Mike Boston for tire School of Student Union Atrium. It will be modthis year."
Medicine. Amberly King for the Col- erated by Donna Schlagheck. director
To have a booth at May Daze
lege of Lioeral Arts. Brian Syska for of the International Studies program
organizations must fill out the
the College of Science and Math. Beth ami by Angelic Haney. opinion editor
booth applications in the StuWirick for the College of Engineering of The Guardian. The debate is spondent Union Administration OfandComputerScience.and KeithMyer sored by The Guardian and the Stufice.
and Angela Toney for tire College of dent Election Commission.
"UAB is working to get novBusiness and Administration.
Elections will be held April 13-15
elty activities (inflatable
Myer is a sophomore economics with polls in the Student Union near
games, obstacle courses, reand financial services major and mem- Union Station and in tlie Allyn Hall
cording booths) to give students
ber of Phi Sigma Phi. He is involved in Lounge.

"SG" continued

'99-'00 officer election applications due soon
applications, students will take
in the fun," said Durham.
May Daze will be held on part in selection interviews and
May 7 in Lot 4. The event will activities. Activities will be
run from noon-6p.m., but. stu- held in the SU Upper Hearth
dents who have booths must be Lounge and will last from 2
there between 10:30 a.m. and p.m.to 6 p.m. Applicants must
be in attendance to be considnoon to set up.
According to Kathleen ered for a position.
For more information, conConway. Student Activities
Manager, booths are a great tact the UAB at (937)775-5500.
time for people to publicize
their student groups or departments.
CONFUSED?
Applications for leadership
positions in the UAB are curPREGNANT?
rently available to be picked up
FEELING PRESSURED?
at She UAB office located at We can help with:
Free pregnancy tests
E005 Student Union.
Emotional sup/tort
Students can apply for presiInformation on abortion altcrnaliics
dent. vice president, finance
Assistant e with Post Abortion Stress
chair, communications chair,
Material Assi • tarn e
Referrals for < t immunity resources
concert chair, cultural arts
Servicc* jire free undconfidential.
chair, cinema chair, special
events chair, and novelty chair.
WOMEN'S
Applications are due on
SUPPORT CENTER
April 23 in the Student Union
A Prcgnancy Support Center
Administration Office by 5 p.m.
1377 Hast Strrop Rd. Suite 303
Kettering, OH 45429
No late applications will be accepted.
(513) 643-HOPE (4673)
Following the submission of

Jump Start
Student Loan.
The best
choice.

Team CaptainWeb Surfer.

A student's life is full of difficult
decisions. Searching for the best student
loan doesn't have to be one of them.
'That's because Fifth Third Baiik has taken
the guesswork out of student loans with
Jump Start. It's the best Federal Stafford
Loan for Ohio students, and it comes with
an incredibly low rate, currently 5.96%.
For more information about Jump Start,
ask your schcxil financial aid advisor for a
Fifth Third Bank Stafford Loan.
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National Alcohol Screening this week
By KATHERINE L.
GUTWEIN
Assistant News Editor
The Office of Student Life at
Wright State University is taking part in the National Alcohol
Screening Day to encourage responsible behavior by college
students.

The day consists of students
filling out an anonymous questionnaire on their alcohol use to
see if they show signs of abusing
alcohol. They will then have the
opportunity to talk with individuals who can answer questions and
direct students with alcohol problems to the appropriate support
or treatments.

"Students come to college and
experience freedoms they never
held before, but they also need
information to make informed
choices as well as guidance and
understanding when things go
wrong. The anonymous program
is designed to make it easy for
anyone on campus to explore
their use of and attitudes toward

RCA's Lil' Sibs Weekend

"(This is) a conference where
RCA members from other schools get
togetlK*r"saidRCArcprcscntativeJennifcr Dunn.
Nominations for next year's RCA
Executive Board were announced on
Thursday. RCA will be accepting
nominations during tlte next three
meetings.
Meetings are Thursdays at 4 p.m.
in W025 Student Union. For more
information contact the office (937)
775-5569.

By SHAUNA M. SHEPLER
For The Guardian

Association ofCollege and University
Residence Halls has been announced.
'Hie delegates arc Travis Sexton. MeResident Community Association lissa Bowser, Amy Davis. Lissa
will be sponsoring its second annual Stapleton. Tammie Smith. Renee
"Lil' Sibs Weekend" May 16-18. Lahey, Tome Niclson, Jay Delany.
Movies, games and food are some of Mike Peterson. Rieardo McCray and
the activities that are planned for the Dan Peny. Alternates are Gill Nesser.
event. For more information, contact Karl Nichols. Ralph Woods and Brad
Amv Davis in the RCA office at (937) Kovach. NACURH will be sponsor775-5569.
ing a leadership conference in LaTlte delegation roster for National crosse. Wis. on May 16-18.

Applications for '99-'00 Guardian
positions are being accepted now in
W016SU.

Is

€>hio A R P

Ohio-Alternative Retirement Plan

Yes, if...

alcohol in a non-threatening,
stigma-free environment." said
Amy Sues, assistant director of
Student Life for wellness activities.
The event is co-sponsored by
Campus Recreation, center for
Psychological Services and
Greek Affairs, and seeks to reduce drinking on campus and the

attitudes that encourage it.
"I urge every student to participate in this program. It could
save the life of you or a friend."
said Sues.
The screening will be held
April X from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Student Union Atrium and
the Formal Lounge. Any questions. call (937) 775-3407.

GET VALUABLE SLULL
TRAINING AND A <5,000
BONUS.
Qualify to train in a select skill with a nearby Army
Reserve unit, and you may land up to a $5,000 enlistment
bonus.
And this is on top of more than $18,000you can earn
during a standard enlistment. You might also be eligible to
receive over $7,000 more for continuing education and
even qualify to have a federally insured student loan repaid.
All this could be yours for serving only part timeusually one weekend a month plus two weeks' Annual
Training.
Think about it Then think about us. Then call:
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.*

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

The Right Choice For You?

Y o u want choice
in selecting your own investment portfolio f r o m a diversified
m e n u of o p t i o n s available through Aetna's Retirement Master variable annuity;
Y o u want investment control

in managing your r e t i r e m e n t portfolio;

Y o u want the opportunity to benefit f r o m the tax deferred
of the investments you select; and
Y o u want r e t i r e m e n t plan portability

/Etna

For more i n f o r m a t i o n , please c o n t a c t :

Anne Wood
Registered Representative
Aetna Investment Services, Inc.
7887 Washington Village Drive
Suite 200
Dayton. OH 45459 9802

M a k e t h e B e s t of a G r e a t O p p o r t u n i t y .

Please call for prospectuses containing more complete information, including
©charges
anil expenses. Read the prospectuses carefully before you invest.

Variable Annuities are offered by: Aetna Life Insurance and Annuity Company
Securities are offered by: Aetna Investment Sen-ices, Inc.
C9B-O8O6-0OS

potential

that doesn't limit your c a r e e r opportunitie s .

Retirement Services "

8-15-98

growth

/Etna

937-436-7462
877-236-4277 (Toll-free)
877-AE-OH-ARP
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OPINION

How best for us to help

In accordance with the American way—financially
The deportee crisis in Kosovo, Albania, Macedonia and
Montenegro is reaching ever-worse depths.
Many other countries have agreed to take in the
displaced population—Greece and Norway will each take
5,000, Germany, which already has a substantial Albanian
minority, has agreed to another 30,000. and Turkey will take
50,000, the most of any country. America has agreed to lake
20.000 of the refugees. But. unless we want a diaspora
similar to that of European Jews after WWII, this is a juryrigged solution to a much larger problem.
It has been truly inspiring to see how ordinary people.
Albanians and otherwise, have pulled together to organize
relief aid. It appeals to our higher nature, and makes us want
to get involved and do good, too. We're decent people, after
all.
Of course, we're also across an ocean, on an entire other
continent, and busy with our own lives to boot. So, what
should we do?

The best way we can help alleviate the crisis is with the most
American thing of all—money. We're all poor college kids, sure.
But wealth is a relative concept. What we have and what we can
afford is staggering when you really think about it.
Compared to the ethnic Albanians living under U.N. tarps in the
muddy feilds across the borders of Y sovo, we live like royalty. We
have homes of one sort or another, joos to go to, cable. Nintendo and
the rest of our lives ahead of us. They have virually nothing left, and
even less to look forward to.
Except, hopefully, a homeland to come back to.
It is clear that Serbia wants Kosovo, but not with the Kosovars.
Much like Isreal wants Palestine sans the Palestinians. This blatant
land grab at the expense of the 350,000 people who live there is
intolerable.
So, come up off of something for the good of your fellow human
beings. If everybody in America gave just SI0. . . it's mindboggling the good we could do.

—1-800-USAID-RELIEF is the number for the national clearinghouse.
—American Red Cross, P.O. Box 517, Dayton, OH, 45401 is the local office. Please
earmark your check "International Relief."

letters to the editor

Pete Rose jilted by baseball
It is almost spring and that means that baseball is almost
here as well. Major League Baseball is wondering how they can
top last season. The likelihood of Mark McGuire breaking his
record of 70 home runs is unlikely, David Wells pitching a
perfect game again is nearly impossible, and a team making a
run like the New York Yankees had and culminating with a
winning World's Series will probably never happen again. The
only way baseball can match that unforgettable season is to let
one of the game's best players into the Hall of Fame.
He had more hits than Ty Cobb, Hank Aaron. Willie Mays.
Rod Carew and Babe Ruth. He played 24 seasons in the league
and currently holds many major league records. He has the most
career hits with 4.25' and most at bats with 14,053. He had a
.303 lifetime batting average and a 44 game hitting streak. He
is former Philadelphia Phillie, and a longtime Cincinnati Reds
favorite, Pete Rose.
Even with all of these accomplishments, he is not in the
Hall of Fame. It is well documented that he was banished from
the game by former baseball commissioner Bartlctt Giamatti in
1989 for gambling. Rose was also sent to jail for tax evasion. In
order for Rose to be eligible for reinstatement, he must first
apply to the office of the commissioner of Major League
Baseball, which he has already done. Next. Rose must be
reinstated by live office of the commissioner. Then, if approved
by the commissioner, he would be eligible, but Rose would still
have to get 15 percent approval from the owners of MLB.
The likelihood of Rose getting approval by the commissioner
is slim and none. Pete Rose served his prison time for tax
evasion as required and has subsequently led the life of a proper
and law-abiding citizen. He has complied with the restrictions

him into the Hall of Fame, he also has a wide variety of supporters. Former
U.S. President Jimmy Carter published an article in USA Today (Oct. 30,
1995) in which he stated, "It is time to forgive Pete Rose, he has admitted
his guilt and the American public has already forgiven him. Pete Rose
belongs in the Hall of Fame." Friend and former teammate Mike Scmidt.
who also is an advocate for Rose, stated at his own induction into the Hall,
said. "1 am here with millions of baseball fans in hoping someday soon,
someday very sewn. Pete Rose will be standing right here." Schmidt's
announcement drew thousands of cheers in approval.
If the Baseball Hall of Fame truly represents the history of baseball,
how can it overlook the game's all-time hit leader? Throughout his career.
Rose donated numerous pieces of memorabilia to the Hall of Fame. How
can MLB display Rose's memorabilia, make money off of il. and then
have the audacity to keep him out of the Hall of Fame?
It isclear that Pete Rose is not the kindest, most honest or caring man
on earth. No player has over hustled more or been more committed to the
game of baseball than Pete Rose. His actions were sad. regrettable and
punishable, but Rose has served his time. His actions arc forgettable yet
can be forgiven, or at least no less so than those so committed by the drug
abusers and wife beaters that plague all of sports today, who always find
a way back into a sport as long as they still have the talent and an owner
willing to exploit it. Disregarding Rose's achievements and not letting
him into the Hall of Fame hurts baseball for a lifetime.
The Baseball Hall of Fame has never been about an affirmation of
impeccable character. It houses Babe Ruth, a known alcoholic, and Ty
Cobb, a profound racist. The Hall of Fame has always been about
recognition of extraordinary achievements on the diamond. Ruth and
Cobb are members because of their athletic achievements and the way
they played the game. Pete Rose should join them as well.
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>men deserve our support

It is now my turn to give my
two cents and opinion on abortion.
Yes. abortion is something
many of us reject as a social right to
exercise. However, I have yet to
find the God that
condemns his children for
making mistakes, and
learning by them. My God
is loving and forgiving,
and will always be there _______
even if I fail to learn about
the gravity of the consequences of
my actions perhaps years from their
taking place.
Yes, abortion has helped
women all over the world. In
response to an argument. ("Kill the
mother?" Mar. 31), the idea of
aborting the mother who "couldn't
keep her legs shut" is a perfect

important too, more important than
the daily ridicule of a struggling
single mother, and hearing how
she is a dumb slut. etc. She knows
these words do not define her. She
has the freedom to control her
future.
n
Yes, I am grateful
aborted, but
irlfriend, I'll be here for you. Isowasarenotthese
young
women who want to
make sure the life the>
bring into the world is
we should shake her hand and say.
wanted by then), and not by a
"Girlfriend. I'll be here for you."
She has already seen her future political or religious agenda.
Abortion is legal. Gut it up and
and the huge void in the place where
dad should be—the empty Father's stay, or move somewhere that cares
a
bit
less about freedom.
Days, the nights of "why doesn't
Anita Artziter
Daddy love me?" She has the
Senior. Theatre Studies
understanding that beating the odds
and earning her dreams are

example of the religious hypocrisy
I continually encounter, in my
opinion, in my broader social and
academic life. And. when a woman
takes control of her life by leaving
a loser man who knocked her up.

G

ICC misrepresented at SOBC
After reading the Mar. 31
edition of The Guardian, I was
shocked and amazed at the
comments made by Jason
Landsdale concerning Inter Club
C unci I. Landsdale stated that
"ICC, they're not accomplishing
anything by having a 10 minute
weekly meeting."
As president of ICC, it is my
job to defend and explain some of
the situations that ICC has been
faced with. In the last year, the
reporting structure of ICC has
changed, and the ICC has gone
through three different advisors.
This has resulted in a lack of
stability and faculty guidance for
the membersof ICC. Mr. Landsdale
stated that ICC meetings were only
10 minutes in length, which is a
total fabrication.
What Landsdale failed to
mention is that ICC meetings start
promptly, which is a necessity to a
speedy and productive meeting.
Some ICC meetings may have been
short, but our job is to keep the
clubs informed. If that can be done
in a short time, what's wrong with
being efficient? I have made it my
job to be sure that the participating
groups and clubs gel more out of
the meetings by inviting not only
campus groups to speak, but outside
organizations to inform ICC
members on what is happening on
and off campus.
Mr. Landsdale s comments
and the decision of the SOBC to
decrease the ICC budget has not

only affected the future ICC
executive board, but also the groups
involved in ICC. The services that
ICC has provided in the past have
been decreasing over lime, to a
possible phasing out of ICC. At
one time, ICC was responsible for
coordinating Fall Fest and May
Dayz, and took an active role in
freshman orientation.
Last year. Fall Fest was taken
out of the hands of ICC and placed
under the Student Union
administration office. May Dayz.
which lost its beei splits (a major
reason why groups looked forward
to being involved in ICC), was
taken away and placed into the
hands of UAB. This shows a
constant restructuring of the student
organizations, especially ICC.
As president of ICC, I take it
as a personal insult that Jason
Landsdale would even state that
our meetings accomplish nothing.

The role of ICC is to inform clubs
about issues which may affect them,
and to come together to learn more
about each other by announcing
events that particular clubs are
having for all to attend.
I believe the we (ICC) have
accomplished our job despite all of
our hardships. The comments made
by Jason Landsdale concerning the
position were personal comments,
and not reflective of the groups
involved in ICC.
If any persons have questions
about the role of ICC, please feel
free to contact me or any of the ICC
executive members—wc will be
happy to explain our position on
this mailer.

Byrd Allen Prillerman IV
President.
Inter Club Council

Got an opinion of your very own?
Think the whole campus is entitled to hear it?
You're right!

Raider Voices wants you!
Meet us at The Guardian from 3-4 p.m. on
Fridays, W016C Student Union, and we'll
take down what you have to say. First six to
eight students and staff who show up will get
their mugs in the paper. Won't Mom be proud?

Pro-life— all life

Message obscured by tone
and language of letter

I am writing in response to the
say I tried. I would like to see
letter, "Kill the mother, not the
people believing in pro-life, but 1.
child?" Mar 31. Here is what I
myself, cannot save the world. I
would like to say:
cannot convince everyone. All I
First off, I did not read
can do is hope the person
the two letters about
who would not listen to
abortion that were
me maybe listens to
referenced, so I may
someone else.
be coming at this from
Also, wc as a society
a bad angle here. In one
should not "abort the
way, I agree with the
idiot
mother
authorof the letter. Yet,
instead." You say
I found the letter very
wc shouldn't
hostile
and
lake the life of
unappealing. The
the baby, but
author began with an
instead,
wc
attitude in the first
should take the
statement, calling the
life of the
pro-choicer "a sad sample
mother? That
ofhumanity." Do you think
makes absolutely
ailing people "idiots" is a
no sense to me. I
belter example?
agree we need to "solve the
I am pro-life. I feel a fetus is alive problem at its root. . . STOP
HAVING BABIES! Don't kill
and has a right to live. Yet, I'm
not going to bash the pro-choicer. them." Yet, I also agree we
My opinion deals with myself. I
shouldn't even think about killing
may try to persuade people into
the mother instead. Wc should all
believing what I believe by
be loving and kind to everyone;
supporting my opinion, but I don' t not 10 whom wc choose.
put others down to raise myself
up. If people listen to what I have
Michael Ketcham
to say, great! If they don't, I can
Freshman. Computer Science

Hypocrisy evident
Letter writer seems confused
This is a response to the letter in issue 21 vol. 34 by Sontino
Scrimizzi entitled "Kill the mother, not the child." I haven't read what
he is responding to but I do have some comments. He is attacking
everyone where as it should be a case by case basis. Not every woman
having an abortion "couldn't keep her legs shut." He also said that "Wc.
as a society, should (abort the mother)." Isn't this killing too?
What about the father? Isn't he as "guilty" as the mother? The
reasons for abortions are as different as fingerprints. Not all of them
are caused by the woman "getting screwed and deserted." I will admit
there arc a few women out there that sec abortion as a form of birth
control, but they arc a minority. Do you think most women want to
have the abortion? Most live with the pain of their choice for the rest
of their lives. But its no ones place to tell them what to do.
It is a decision for the mother and the father. God is the only one
who can judge. Doesn't the Bible say. "Let he who is without sin cast
the first stones." Apply this and get off of people's backs about the
whole subject.
Craig Majors
Sophomore, Liberal Arts
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Parking Services and Transportation and the Student Election
Commission are sponsoring a

Parking Amnesty Day
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Wednesday, April 14
from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m.
{
in the Student Union Food Court
\

in conjunction with Student Government Elections.
Students will be able to have one ticket removed f r o m their
records that is not for a moving violation or for illegally parking
in a fire lane or handicap designated area. Also, students need
not produce the ticket to have it removed from their records.
F R E E FOOD WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED!
(as if y o u n e e d e d m o r e i n c e n t i v e ! )
I
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Tones and rhythms blend in Ensemble Kalinda
By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer
Samba, mcrengue, calypso and
salsa arc just a few of the sounds
that can be heard through out Ensemble Kalinda's music.
Thisgroup will spice up Wright
State as they perform on April 15,
at 8 p.m. in the Studcni Union
Multipurpose Room.
Ensemble Kalinda is an eight
member musical group who performs popular and traditional music from the Caribbean and Latin
America. The group was formed in
1994 at Columbia College's Center for Black Music Research to
demonstrate the African presence
in Latin American and Caribbean
music. With a playlist that encompasses Cuban dance, traditional
Brazilian song-forms and Puerto
Rican ceremonial pieces Ensemble
Kalinda displays a plethora of diversity.
"They interpret the music the
way it should be," said Jose Davila,
chairman of special activities for
the Puerto Rican Cultural Society.
Elements such as the call-andresponse structure, complex

rhythms, and continuities of the
beat arc techniques that are commonplace in African music. These
characteristics are easily detectable
in Latin American and Caribbean
music as well.
Ensemble Kalinda will host a
workshop in the Creative Arts
Center's Recital Hall from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on April 15.
During the workshop members
Miguel Rivera, Carlos EguisAguila and Jose Hernandez, will
explain cxactly how African music
influences the music they perform.
Miguel Rivera, the group's
musical director and principal arranger, began playing bass at the
age of 14. Later he studied jazz at
Columbia College. Rivera has accompanied such artists as Tito
Allen. Junior Gonzalez, M <ngo
Santamaria and Jerry Gonzalez.. He
has also produced for the likes of
Jesus Enrique?., Susie Hansen,
Charlie Cardona, Luis Damon and
Frankie Negron.
Carlos Eguis- Aguila is a former
member of the Dance Company of
Carlos Carbone, Tercio Moderno.
Los Principals and the performance/touring group of Celeste

Mendoz.a. He also was a singer,
dancer and drummer for more
than 20 years in Habana's Carnival celebrations with the group
Comparsa Jardinera. He has
also played with Habar.a's
Comparsa Compania Elcctrica
and was the director of a carnival comparsa in Pinar del Rio.
Cuba.
Jose Hernandez, starting
playing the drums professionally at the age of 11 with the
group Angelitos. He has worked
with artists such as, Tito Puentcs,
Peter Frampton and Oscar
d'Lcon. He has recorded with
artists, the Chicago Jazz. Ensemble, Spanish Fly and has
recorded a soundtrack for Walt
Disney World's "Jumanji."
"Music is universal!" said
Mai Nguyen, director of the
Asian/Hispanic/Native American Center. "1 also believe that
through music we can see how we
arc connected to one another."
Advanced tickets for the Ensemble Kalinda concert arc 55 for
students and $8 for the general
public. Door prices are $6 for
students and $10 for the public.

Black culture and community
By CHERJANET LENZY
Spotlight Writer
A two-part conference on Black
Culture and Community will be at
Wright State University April 9
and April 10.
The conference themcd "Fire!
This Time" will take an in depth
look at African-American literature.
The conference will feature esteemed professor John McCIuskcy
of Indiana University. McCIuskcy
teaches Afro-American studies and
serves as the departmental chair.
He also teaches for the Department
of English and has authored many
books including, "Look What They
Done To My Song" and "Mr.
America's Last Season Blues,"
which w ill be featured in his readings on Saturday. McCIuskcy has
also written short stories and has
also done sonic editing and coediting of other works.
"It's important for black students to know we can do conferences like this at Wright State,"

said Byron Craig, conference coordinator.
Craig believes that if we all
tc from each other we could create more expectance.
"That's how we decrease racism," he said.
According to Frank Dobson,
assistant professor of English and
conference coordinator, this conference is important for audiences
to reach back and look at legacy in
terms of culture. He also hopes
thalanjjjchange of ideas will bq ng
about enlightenment.
Friday's events will present
readings from McCluskey's novels and his essay 5'ack Men Speaking which waslco-edited with
Charles Johnson^Thc reading will
begin at 2 p.m. in E153A Student
Union with a rccepmm tollowing
at 4 p.m. Bginning at 5;'p.n>. there
will be poetry readings from WSU,
graduates. Folada Durham and
Kristan FranklinSaturday's events will feature
Marlon Riggs' documentary
"Black Is Black Ain 't" with break
out discussions following. This

documentary focuses on many
questions that have plagued the
black community for years. Issues
such as complexion, sexual orientation, gender and speech arc issues that have forced many to silence. In the quest to become excepted, some blacks have been
termed "too black" or "not black
enough."
" Black Is Black Ain't" also
criticizes sexism, homophobia, colorism, and cultural nationalism in
the black family, church and other

Wgck institutions.

A r a n B g to Dobson, "Black
a
Is Black
last testament
of sorts inutaiyt taps upon Rigg's
life. In the pfocpss Of making this

film. Riggs died of Alps.

t

Also on Sa^irday MqClumsky
will be discussing thesiatusof black
literature and cultures at 2 p.m. in
E156 Student. Union.
Fundingfortheconlcrence was
provided by Provost Perry Moore.
For more information on conference events, contact Frank Dobson at the Department of English
(937)775-3136.

Ensemble Kalinda
For tickets and further information. call the WSU Student
Union Box Office at (937)7755544, the Puerto Rican Cultural
Society Office at (937) 222-1505
or the Asian/ Hispanic/ Native
American center at (937) 775-2798.
The concert is sponsored by the

Dayton Puerto Rican Cultural Society and is co-sponsored by the
Asian /Hispanic/ Native American Center of WSU. and with supporting sponsorship from the
Wright State University Artist Scries. the Ohio Arts Council and
Culture Works

Battle of the Bands
dates announced
The winner will recieve a slot
to perform at May Daze and 10
hours of free production time with
FJM Productions.
The contestants entered in this
For more information, call
year's Union Activities Board Battle UAB at (937) 775-5500
of the Bands have been announced,
along with the dates that the bands
In this section:
will play.
The first contestants. The Ham
• Lit's new CD
& Cheese and Clubber Lang, will
perform April 20.
review
Two days later on April 22,
p. 10
Mascot (formerly Asa Ramah) will
go up against Sugar Dust.
• "The Matrix"
The final show will be April 22,
review
with Disasternaut and Nimbus playing.
p. 11
The winner will be announced
after the last band on April 22.
• HealthStyle
"It's been a whole year and now
we get to see who's the best of the
p. 12
best." said David Moyer, Concert
Chair for UAB.

By ANGELIQUE CAMPBELL
Spotlight Editor
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Sun spot There aren't 10 things to hate here
Lit

%

A Place in
the Sun"
• • •

II would he an incorrect statement to say that Lit is a new and
upcoming band; they have been
playing together for nine years.
In fact, the four original members are still together. A.Jay Popoff
;
s lead vocalist, brother Jeremy
plays guitar, Kev in Baldcs on bass
and Allen Shellenbarger plays
drums.
Their debut album "Tripping
the Light Fantastic," was on an
independent label when released
in April of 1997. Since then, they
have been on the road and recording their latest album. "A Place In
The Sun."
"A Place in the Sun" is their
first album since signing with RCA
in October of 1998. It has an alternative rock sound with a twist of
pop and a touch of punk.
Their first single, "My Own
Worst Enemy." is about waking up
and realizing how much you
screwed up the night before and
fixing your mistakes.
"Down" shows the relationship
between men and their vehicles.
The song "Happy" includes a full
horn section.
The CD has a great sound and
each song is unique. Great guitar
work, decent lyrics and a solid bass
line make this album different. The
band kind of sounds like Eve 6.
which is who they are currently
touring with right now.
This album has all the correct
elements combined to make 'his a
worthy experience. (Jason Seaman)
BODY SHOCK
137 N. Broad St.
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 879-2867
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Sterile, Professional
Custom, Freehanc
FEMALE ARTIST/
PRIVACY AVAILABLE
EXOTIC BODY PIERCING
& BRANDING
MINUTES FROM WSU

Hours:

Mon. - Thurs. 4 -10 PM
Fri.-Sat. 1-10PM
Sun. 1 - 4 PM
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Class pretty boy Joey (Andrew
Keegan ). pays the male equivalent
of Kat, Patrick Verona (Australian
newcomer Heath Ledger) to romance her. thus freeinc Bianca to

of young and energetic actors that
It features an impressive have proven themselves on the
soundtrack ranging from Cameo's small screen and easily transfer
"Word Up" to Letters toCIeo with their talents to the silver screen.
"Cruel to he Kind" to "Push It"
" /0 Things I Hate About You"
• • • •
from Salt 'N" Pepa.
is far better than what you'd expect
The youth movement continAs Patrick persues Kat. her conEven though the movie has no from just another high school
ues on the big screen with "10 stant rejections eventually bring major star power, it features a cast movie. (David Seaman)
Things I Hale About you," an adap- them closer together.
tation of Shakespeare's " Taming of
Kat is intriqucd by Patrick's
the Shrew."
mysterious past, and his continual
The story takes place at the pursuit eventually wears down her
fictitous Padua High School in guard.
Tacoma. Washington, and follows
And now that Bianca is free to
the lives of the very different date, she not only has Joey chasing
Stratford sisters.
her. but also new student Cameron
Pretty and popular younger sis- (Joseph Gordon-Levitt"3rd Rock
ter Bianca (Larisa Olcynik Front the Sun").
Nickelodeon's "Secret World of
With Prom approaching,everyAlex Mack") wants to date, but her one is scrambling to find dates.
dad won't let her until her crass and
Through all the chaos, includill-tempered older sister Kat (Julia ing Kai's baring it all. the film
Stiles "The '60s") does first.
keeps the audiences interest. The
This is where the fun begins.
movie is humorous and entertain- L to r: Patrick Verona (Ledger) and Kat Stratford (Stiles)
(

| % \ V

"10 Things l
Hate About
You"

Wright State University
MOTORIST ASSISTANCES
£
DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC SAFETY
CALL
Presents. . .

S.A.F.E

Escorts

Student Association For Escorts)

CALL x2111

The Department Of Public
Safety Offers Free Safety
Escorts, 24 Honrs A Day, 7
Days A Week. S.A.F.E. Is
Staffed By Wright State
University Students.

•Highly Trained
•Professional and Courteous
Concerned About Your Safety on Campus
Complete Safety Escorts To Your Vehicle,
Residence Community, or Any Other
Facility on Campus
Wright State University Police Officers and
Student Patrol Officers Serve as Escorts
When S.A.F.E. is not Available

CAMPUSi
ROUTl
IAMILTON/
HALL/SU/
V. 2 : 0 0 /
3:00
4:00
6:25
7:25
8:25*
WOODS/
PINE HALL
2:20
3:20
4:20
6:45
7:45
8:45*

SATUi
FOREST
LANE
2:05
3:05
4:05

AYS ONL
LOT 7/
P BRIDGE
2

6:30
7:30
8:30*

6:35
7:35
8:35*

MEIJER
2:25
3:25
4:25

OFFICE
DEPOT
2:35
3:35
4:35

6:50
7:50
9:00

$1 CHARGE FOR ROUTE 3
(EXACT FARE PLEASE)

VILU

6:40
7:40
8:40*
MALL FOOD
COURT
2:50
3:50
4:50

7:00
8:00
9:15
•DROP OFF ONLY - NO
PICKUPS FOR THESE RUNS
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Matrix" is a visual delight Chapman entertains

Nco by night. Fora long lime. Neo
has been hunting for the Matrix
through his secret hacking. He
feels he is close, or at least getting
• • • •
closer, all the time, but something
seems to block his way. That is
until he realizes he is too close and
"What i-> the Matrix?"
That's the question that this film he better look behind his back.
Following his trail are the
hammers into the audiences head
throughout a very interesting two Agents, three men in black with an
and a hall" hours. To tell the truth, altitude that not even Will Smith
when exiting the theater it seemed himself could compete with. They
that the audience was still asking arc literally super-human, creatures
of iron will and determined to get
itself the same question.
That is the main problem with their man.
"The Matrix," the latest film from
Trying to get in their way .ire a
writers/directors Larry and Andy group of cyber-misfits led by the
Wachowski {"Bound"). After sit- mysterious Morpheus (Laurence
ting though an admittedly impres- Fishburne). These guys want to
sive 150 minutes offilm,one is left help out Nco and recruit him into
in a quandary.
their band of rogues.
Morpheus believes that Neo is
The Matrix is explained
throughout the film, but it is done the one that will defeat the powereither so technically or so mysteri- ful Agents and lead the cyber-world
ously that the audience is left com- into happier times.
pletely screwed in the head.
Is "The Matrix" a good film?
The film follows Thomas Yes it is. but in a very simple way.
Anderson (Keanu Reeves) a mild It's good versus evil, period. In the
mannered computer programmer first half of the film, too much is
by day and an expert hacker named trying to be explained and then

"The Matrix"

twisted around, only to be re-explained and soon and soon It tries
too hard to make the audience think,
or at least it tries to hard to manipulate the audience into believing the
film is highly intelligent and impressively written. In fact it really
isn't anything too new. It's the
effects and action that really turn
the film around.
The effects are truly amazing
and breathtaking. It's almost as if
the intelligent computer ty|>es in
this eyber-world put their own
touch into the behind-the-scenes
special effects work.
Also the blend of fantastic
action sequences with the computer wizardry makes for an inspiring action film. These action sequences will blow you back into
the projection booth.
"The Matrix" isafilmof missed
opportunities. If it hadn't labored
over twisting the audience around
(it tripped over itself there) for so
long and moved quicker into the
effects and action pieces, this would
have been a major event .(Brian
Joo)

Beth Nielsen
Chapman
"Greatest Hits'

national rhythm with a Hindi chant
in "Bexond the Blue."
Some tracks may he deep and
almost spirtual. like "Sand and
• • •
Water, while others like "All I
Have" are pure love songs.
Anyone who has seen the movie
Like Sarah McLachlan.
"Message in a Battle" may have Chapman uses emotion and rich
already heard "Beyond the Blue," musical arrangements tocrcalc very
just one of the tracks featured on diverse, melancholy melodies.
Beth Nielsen Chapman's latest reShe captures in words what so
lease "Greatest Hits."
many of us may feel, but can never
Chapman is an accomplished express. ( A If Butler)
songwriter and has written many
songs for other artists, including
recent mega-hit "This Kiss" performed by Faith Hill.
Drawing from her past three
albums. Chapman has collected 11
touching, sentimental songs dealing with the loss and struggle that
each of us may face in order to find
some better solution. For even in
the darkest of times, things will get
better as Chapman declares in
"Happy Girl."
There's real ly no one consistent
style throughout the CD. Instead
Chapman mixes American pop
with country and even adds inter- Beth Nielsen Chapman

%

ROUTE l: MON. - THVRS. UNTIL 1O.0SPM / FRI. UNTIL 6.-KPM •
LOT 20
7:30 AM
7:40
7:50
8:00
8:10
8:20
8:30
8:40
8:50
9:00
9:10
9:20
9:30
9:40
9:50
10:00
10:10
10:20
10:30
10:40
10:50
11:00
11:10
11:20
11:40
12:00
12:20

MtUETT
7:35 AM
7:45
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:0*
10j
10:35
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:45
12:05
12:25

MCL1N QYM
7:45 AM
7:55
8:05
8:15
8:25
8:35
8:45
8:55
9:05
9:15
9:25
9:35
9:45
9:55
10:05

•SI0:;
10:45
10:55
11:05
11:15
11:25
11:35
11:55
12:15
12:35

All shuttles are wheelchair accessible
N o charge for Routes 1 and 2.

LOT 20
12:30 PM

Mil l L U

12:35 PM

12:45 PM

ROUTF. 2: MON. - FRI. IINTU. 1:10PM
HAMILTON

FOREST
LANE
7:20
8:05
8:50
9:35
10:20
11:05
11:50
12:35
1:20
2:05
2:50

HALUSV
7:15
8:00
8:45
9:30
10:15
11:00
11:45
12:30
1:15
2:00
2:45

VILLAGE

po ,

4:45

8:20
8:35
8:55
9:15
9:35
9:55

8:10
8:25
8:45
9:05
9:25
9:45
10

~*f!oo
9:45
10:30
11:15
12:00
12:45
1:30
2:15
3:00

WOOPS/
PINE HALL
#7:35 f

W 8:2qJP
9:50
10:35
11:20
12:05
12:50
1:35
2:20
3:05

I

7:25
8:10
8:55
9:40
10:25
11:10
11:55
12:40
1:25
2:10
2:55

MILLETF
HALL
/ %7&0
8:25
^9:10
9:55
10:40
11:25
12:10
12:55
1:40
2:25
3:10

MCL1N
GYM
7:50
8:35
9:20
10:05
10:50
11:35
12:20
1:05
1:50
2:35

Shuttles run only while classes are
in session and during Finals Week.
(No shuttle during breaks or
university-observed holidays.)
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Diet or deadly sugar

By ANITA A R T Z N E H
For The Guardian

^

I

The popular sugar substitute
Aspartame.
found
in
NuiraSwcci, Equal anil Spoonful. diet sodas and die! foods.
is believed t o be poisoning all
of its consumers w i t h methanol
toxicity The wood alcohol in Aspartame converts t o formaldehyde
(grouped in the same class as
c y a n i d e a r s e n i c ) w h e n sur
rounding temperatures exceed
86 F. and then it turns into for
mic acid (the same poison fire
ants have in their sting) and
then causes metabolic acidosis.
Aspartame can now be found
in over 5,000 products, ranging f r o m diet sodas to baked
goods.
This product is believed to
be d e b i l i t a t i n g people all over
the w o r l d .
It is thought to m i m i c neur o l o g i c a l disease symptoms
l i k e f i b r o m y a l g i a , spasms.
shooting pains, numbness.
cramps, vertigo, dizziness,
slurred speech, headaches.
anxiety attacks and more.
Many people all over the
w o r l d speak o f the negative effects they believe aspartame
has caused.
Epidemics of m u l t i p l e sclerosis and systemic lupus seem
to be mistaken for Aspartame

red in the t.it cells, particurly those o f the hips and
thighs
Aspartame has been thouglu
t o be associated w i t h o v e r
(>.000 deaths f r o m Operation

f We want to hear from YOU!

Desert Storm ami is ihouj:
escalate Alzheimers Disease
Try your o w n i n v e s t ^
by l o o k i n g up the various
line testimonies of people'
pcriences w i t h aspartame.

Come to The Guardian general
i meetings, every Friday at 3:30 pm in
W025 Student Union.

SHARE IT WITH
SOMEONE Y00 I0VE

disease.
There are other sugar substitutes. such as stevia.
Stevia. w h i c h is believed t o
be ideal for diabetics, was recently approved for dietary
supplement after years of being outlawed by the F D A .
A s p a r t a m e is g e n e r a l l y
thought t o cause health problems that can be avoided by
avoidance o f the product.
The formaldehyde in aspartame products is thought t o be

/DO/:;,'-

D
Dtww]
o i a i u t

UNIVERSAL

www.lifemovie.com
SOHGS 8( B HUT • S8UWHB>CK iVMUBll OH MCT HM/IHIIIBC8H MCB8BS
U n i v e r s a l Pictures a n d The Guardian

I n v i t e Y o u a n d a Guest to H a v e the T i m e o f Y o u r l i f e !

For y o u r chance t o w i n tickets t o this outrageous n e w c o m e d y s t a r r i n g E d d i e M u r p h y a n d M a r t i n L a w r e n c e ,
' s i m p l y s t o p b y The Guardian

offices at W 0 1 6 C S t u d e n t U n i o n .

Passes are available o n a first-come, first served basis. Fach pass a d m i t s t w o . O n l y o n e pass per p e r s o n , please !
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THE GUMDUM

Can anyone beat these Damn Yankees?
Indians, Braves will contend; "new-look" Reds hope for winning season

By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor
With the 1999 Major League
Baseball season finally underway,
there remains only one pertinent
question. Can anyone touch the
New York Yankees?
The Yanks are fresh off a season in which they won 125 games
en route to their second World Scries championship in the last three
years.
The scary thing is, unlike most
other defending champions, the
Yankees did not lose any of their
big players to free agency. In fact,
thanks to the bottomless pockets of
owner George Steinbrcnncr, the
Yanks acquired arguably the best
pitcher in baseball. RogerClemens.
Clemens, the only player in the
history of the game to win five Cy
Young Awards, joins a staff that
already includes David Cone, Andy
Pettitte and Orlando Hernandez.
Led by centerfielder Bernic
Williams, the Bronx Bombers also
boast one of the fiercest lineups in
the league. Williams signed a
seven-year/ $87.5 million contract
in the off-season and is coming off
a year in which he led the American League with a .339 batting
average.
Shortstop Derek Jeter (.314,19

HR, 84 RBI), rightfielder Paul
O'Neill (.317, 24 HR. 116 RBI)
and first baseman Tino Martinez
(.281,28 HR. 123 RBI) join Williams in the middle of the Yankees
lineup.
If anyone is to catch the Yanks,
it will be the Cleveland Indians.
The biggest addition to the Indians roster is second baseman
Roberto Alomar. Alomar had a bit
of an off-year with the Orioles last
season (.282, 14 HR. 56 RBI), but
is still "nc of the best second baggers in the league and should have
a big year.
First baseman Jim Thome,
rightfielder Manny Ramirez and
Icftficldcr David Justice give the
Indians a powerful 3-4-5 punch in
the middle of their lineup. The trio
combined for 96 home runs a year
ago, despite injuries to both Thome
and Justice.
If the Indians are to have a shot
at catching the Yankees, they will
need outstanding performances
from their pitching staff. More
specifically from right-handers
Bartolo Colon and Jaret Wright.
Colon was 14-9 with a 3.71 ERA
last year and Wright was 12-10
with an inflated ERA of 4.72.
Remember, all the Indians have
to do is outplay the Yankees in a
seven-game series. They probably

won't go into the postseason with a
better record, but it all comes down
to a few games in October.
Since the Yankees and Indians
basically account for all the contenders in the American League,
let's move on to the National
League.
Once again, the hands down
favorite in the NL is the Atlanta
Braves.
The Braves epidemic of postseason choking struck them again
last year when they were upset by
the San Diego Padres in the NL
Championship Series.
Atlanta still has the best starting pitching in the league thanks to
Greg Maddux, Tom Glavine and
John Smoltz, but there arc question
marks surrounding their team.
First and foremost, the Braves
will have to play the 1999 season
without the services of first
baseman Andres Galarraga, who
was diagnosed with cancer in February. Galarraga smacked 44 home
runs a year ago and will be replaced in the Braves lineup with
Ryan Klesko who hit only 18.
Third baseman Chipper Jones
(34), catcher Javy Lopez (34) and
ccntcrficldei Andruw Jones (31)

kee "Baseball" p. 15

Greg Vaughn, who hit 50 home runs last season for the
Padres, hopes to jump-start the Reds lineup this year.

WSU Softball's winning streak ends at 15 games

Raiders now 19-7 on the season; Demmitt hitting .522, Kolle hitting .450
By BRANDY HOLLON
Sports Writer
The Wright State softball team
extended their winning streak to 15
games before unfortunately losing
the second game of a double-header
to Morehead State on March 31,42.

Kelly Herbst

On March 30, the Raiders shutout long time rival University of
Dayton in a double-header with
scores of 5-0 and 7-2.
Thefirstvictory against the Flyers was claimed by sophomore
pitcher Kim Sycks, which brought
her record to 5-2 for the season.
Junior pitcher Kelly Herbst led

Michelle. Demmitt

the Raiders to their second win
against UD bringing her overall
record to 7-3.
A 3-1 victory against Morehead
State brought senior pitcher Angie
Hook's record to an impressive 7I.
These three victories, along
with the disappointing loss, brings
the Raiders overall record to 19-7.
These games have been preparing the Raiders for their Midwestern Collegiate Conference opponents. thefirstof which the Raiders
will face on April 11 at WisconsinGreen Bay at 12 p.m.
Seventh-year head coach Sheila
Nahrgang will be trying to lead her
team to improve on last year's thirdplace finish in the MCC. which
was the highest finish ever for the
Wright State softball team.
The next opponent the Raiders

will face on their homefieldwill be
a double-header against Ball State
on April 14 at 3 p.m.
Sophomore second baseman
Michelle Demmitt was named Athlete of the Month by the StudentAthlete Council for the month of
March.
Demmitt's outstanding performance includes a .552 batting average. four home runs. 27 runs batted in, 24 runs scored, 13 stolen
bases, six doubles and three triples.
Demmitt also ended the month

with a 16 game hitting streak.
Freshman first baseman Amber Kolle is second on the team
with a .450 baiting average.

In this section:
• Wright State baseball results
p. 14
• WSU women's
tennis re-cap
p. 16
• Look t or Dr. Dan
Stupp's Sports Shot
next week
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Basebnll Raiders drop three
out of four against Butler

I Do you have an idea
I for a sports story?
All suggestions are
welcomed. Drop by
our office and share
it with us, or call us

They also finished 9-13 in the MCC
which was good for fourth-place
The Raiders lost five starters
ic Wright Slate baseball team from last year's squad and 13
.ftree out of four games to Ictlcrmcn in all.
The Raiders played last night at
rente rival Butler last week,
ili. ^ping theirrecordto 14-1 i over- the University of Dayton. The
score
was not available by press
all and 1-3 in Midwestern Colletime. The baseball team begins a
giate Conference play.
The four-game series against three-game home stand against
Butler came on the heels of the Cleveland State on Friday.
Raiders' dramatic 9-8, comeback
victory over Miami University last
Thursday.
Freshman outfielder Chris
Ranstead had the game-winning
hit against the RcdHawks and
sophomore Scott Marshall picked
up his first victory of the season.
The Raiders were trailing 8-7
heading into the final inning of
play.
The first two games against
Butler were dominated by the Bulldogs from start to finish. Hie first
game ended in a 5-1 score and the
second game finished with a 15-4
count.
However, the Raiders were not
discouraged as they came back to
throttle the Bulldogs in game three.
16-6.
Senior Terry Lambert picked
up the win against BU to improve
to 3-0 on the season.
The Raiders were edged 2-1 in
thefinalewith freshman lefty Brian
S'.ephens taking the hard-luck loss.
K»rthe season, Stephens is now
4-! with a 3.29 BRA.
The early candidate for MCC
Newconter-of-the-Year has thrown
54.6 innings and has registered 51
strikeouts while walking only nine
Senior closer Mark Squire is 02 with an impressive 1.04 ERA.
Squire also has a teain-high
eight saves on the young season.
With senior Casey Sanford on
the shelf with an arm injury, the
Raiders need some of their other
hurlers to really step up.
qualify for a full tuition scholarship
If you didn't sign up for ROTC as
Lambert, junior Jason Krcn/.ke,
sophomore Chris Bedford and
and advanced officer training
a freshman or sophomore, you
sophomore Kevin Morse ail will
when you return to campus next
can catch up this summer by
play bigger roles than origonally
fall. You'll also have the selfattending Army ROTC Camp
expected this year.
confidence and discipline
Challenge, a paid five-week —jLeading the team in hitting is
you need to succeed in
course in leadership.
senior shortstop Dusty Beam who
has an average of .402, along with
college and beyond.
Apply now. You may
six home runs and 38 RBI
Junior Josh Hart from Spring*CF|iENCt
field is hitting .397 with one homer
and 17 RBI
Other notables for the Raiders
are: sophomore infieldcr Jim Morris who is hitting .342. Ranstead.
who is hitting at a .333 clip and
F:or details, visit 328 Fawcctt Hall or call
Marshall who is hitting .321.
775-2622/2763
WSU finished the 1998 season
with a disappointing 20-34 record.
By DAVID BIDDLE
"->orts Editor

at 775-5536.

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE
ON THEIR WAY TO THE TOP.

ARMY ROTC

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
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"hdiclclcr Brian Jordan will add
Braves' dangerous lineup
•.'Achilles heel of the Braves cinnati has right-hamlets Pete
' relief pitching and that Harnisch and Brett I omko, who
be what kills then) in this won l-l and I3games respectively
a year ago.
yea - playoffs.
The «>i: ;er two members of the
After three sub-par seasons, the
Cincinnati Reds appear to he Reds stall ;> riphtie Jason Borlheaded in the right direction once and Id'iy Sieve Avery
Both Bere and Avery wi re once
again.
The resurgence of the Reds two ol the t<ip young arms in the
league,
bul both have battle il injucan he attributed to General Manager Jim Bowden who master- ries the past few seasons.
Bere is regaining his arm
minded several off-season trades,
which brought left f ielder Greg strength, bin Avery is still having
Vaughn, rightfielder Michael
difficulty.
Barry l.arkin. who hit .30*1 w 5th
Tucker and left-handed pitcher
Denny Neagle ( just to name a few i 17 homers last year, will start at
shortstop lorCincinnati for the 12"1
to the Queen City.
Vaughn became the first player straight year and is still one ol the
in the history of the game to be best in the game.
First baseman Sean Case) .ind
traded following a season in which
he hit 50 or more home runs. The rightfielder Dmitri Young look like
Reds haven't had a playerhit more they will put up big numbers and
than 37 homers since George Fos- Mike Cameron gives the Reds the
ter hit 52 in 1977. so Vaughn will center fielder and leadol flutter ihcv
be welcomed to town with open have craved for years.
liddie Taubensee and Brian
arms

Sweeney. Jeffrey Hammonds. Hal
Moms) and possibly their relief
pitching. The Reds relievers are
young, but ver> talented
If the Reds are to contend. thc>
will needtheirpin liing staff to st.iy
healthy. If they are not m contention come July 31, look lor Bow Jen
t.i trade both Neagle and Vaughn
for prospects.
The defending champion- • !
theNLCentral.theH n-tonAstros,

will have to overcome some ke>
injuries if they are toiepe.n
TheAstros are still the o,l,|- on
favorites, but the loss ot leltlieKler
Mosies Alou (torn ACL), will
surely hurt their chances.
The Siros still have one of the
best 1-2 punches in the league in
second baseman Craig Biggin and
first baseman JelT Bag well. Biggin
hit .325 with 20 MR and SSRBI last
year, while "Bags" hit .304 w iih 3-4
MR and III RBI
Other key members of the
Astros lineup are: rightfielder
Derek Bel! and ccnterfielder Carl

need pioduction from elsewhere.
mainly from their pitchers, if they
want to compete this veai. Due to
injuries, the Cardinals have one of
the weakest pitching staffs in the
NL
The NL West race appears to be
wide open, with the Los Angeles
Dodgers and Arizona Diamondbacks as the early favorites.
The Dodgers paid free-agent
pitcher Kevin Brown $105 million
in the off-season, hoping he could
energi/e one of the most underachieving pitching staffs in the
The Diamondbacks, not in be
outdone, signed lefty Randy
Johnson to a four-year/$45 million
contract, hoping lie could help the
D'Backs find the postseason in only
their second season. Other contenders in the West are the San
Francisco Giants and the Colorado
Rockies. From the Last, the New
York Mets could be the Wild Caul Roberto Alomar joins the Tribe
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Congrats to WSU'sThornton
Women's tennis
team downs Dayton
By DAVID BIDDLE
Sports Editor

Montero.
"She 1 Montero) has been play ing really well for the past couple
On April I. ihe Wright Stale of weeks." said Marcum.
Other key members of the Raid* men's tennis team won a huge
match against the University of ers team include: Melissa DunhamFreer, Anjali Mathur, Molly
Dayton.
'Flic score was 6-1 when the Klinker. Molly Davis. Hillary
match was finally called due to Shantcau and Kristen Bernhardt.
Next week is a big one for the
darkness.
Since WSU had the necessary women's tennis team because on
five points, they were deemed vic- April 8 they are travelling to Chicago to face the University of Illitorious.
"Everyone played really well nois-Chicago.
The matchagainst UfC will kick
on Wednesday. Beating UD is a
big win for us uiid we are all very offa long schedule of games within
excited," said sophomore Leslie the conference.
While in Chicago, the lean: will
Marcum.
A key player for head coach also play matches against Chicago
Charlie Painter and the Raiders State and Milwaukee. Times have
against UD was freshman Gloria vet to be set.
MORGAN SANBORN
orts Writer

At the MC< CI ampionsnips.
more Justin Thornton l>ecame the Thornton set new rev ord in the KM)
first WSU swimniercvertoqualily backstroke (4S.03) and the 200
for ihe NCAA National Swim meet. backstroke (1:45.41 j. Thornton
The honor capped off a won- also took home first-place in the

Oilier Raiders who look home
first place finishes at the MCC's
were: Adam Cicora (2(H) freestyle),
Kristen Ctisimano (500 and 1650
freestyle I, Cliasi Riley 1100 backstroke I and Julie Graham (100 and
200 breaststroke).

Thinking Ohio ARP?
Call Aetna!
A R P is O h i o ' s NEW

Alternative Retirement Plan, a 401(a) defined

c o n t r i b u t i o n p l a n for e l i g i b l e e m p l o y e e s of O h i o S t a t e U n i v e r s i t y .

Local: 431-5052, or (800)862-4287

/Etna
YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE
and still get your full three hours of sleep.

Retirement Services*

which c o n t a i n u«l<liii<>iiul infouuulinn UIMMII <-liai#c* a m i r i j i r n v a , a r c uvailuhlc fnnii yom local Ai'lnu
r r f i m r n l a l n r . I1rn»c rcatl t h e m carefully liefore ywi i n v t * l or acml money.
I n n u r a n r r |no<luri< i**uc«l by Aetna l.ifc* l i i ^ u i u m r a n d Annuity Com|>any; s e c u r i t i e s <li*tril>utc«l t l m i u g h
Aetna Investment S c n i f c i , Inc., wholly owned f u l t i i t l i u t i t ' i of Aetna H c l i r r m c n t S e r v i c e s , Inc.
151 Kamiington Avenue. I l a i l f n n l , (Connecticut 0 6 1 5 6

WF-.

HomeGitulce

Home City Ice

•fh:

HomeGituSce

Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Full-Time During SummerS. Breaks

FlexibleHOULS& GREAT PAY !!
We offer 10-40+ hours/week

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

$6.50 - $10.00/ Hour

1-800-283-5511

kinko's

Express Yourself

Located Just Minutes from Campus!!

FULL-COLOR COPIES

790

BLACK & WHITE COPIES

40

kinko's

kinko's

CENTERVit LE • 1189 MIAMlSBURG-CCWRVILLE RD.
24 HOOR5> •' 7 OATS A WtCK WWW KINKOS

We Also Have Facilities in Other Cities, Call Us!
Lexington, KY 1-800-933-3575
Columbus 1-800-937-0011
Lima\Bucyrus 1-800-894-0529
Toledo 1-800-899-8070
Cleveland\Akron\Canton 1-800-674-0880
Cincinnati^. Kentucky 1-800-288-4040
MansfiekMshland 1-800-894-0529

PittsburghVErie, PA 1-800-674-0880
West Virginia 1-800-545-4423
Southeast Ohio 1-800-545-4423

N o E x p e r i e n c e N e c e s s a r y . Train in one facjHtyduring school and work in another
during summer break. We offer Schedule FlexibilityStart training NOW!

Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend!
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I N I KAMURAL LEAGUES

"(FORMS D U E APRIL 13)(CAPTAIN'S M E E T I N G APRIL 14, 5 P M IN F.I54 SU)
Divisions
Mens
Co-Rec (5 v 5)

League
Mens Softball
Co-Rec Softball
Mens O u t d o o r Soccer
Co-Rec Soccer
Triples Volleyball
Tennis
Racquetball
\ V /

Mens
Co-Rec (3 v 3)
Co-Rec
Mens, W o m e n s
Mens, W o m e n s , Individual

„' \

Pate/Time
W/TH, 4-7pm
M / T 4-7pm
M/T, 3-7pm
M/T, 3-7pm
T H , 7-11pm
'I'BA
M, 6-10pm

.

\

SPECIAL EVENTS
Sign U p Between 6 : 3 0 - 7 p m at the N C
Co-Rec ( l v 2)
4/7, 7 - 1 1 p m
Sign U p Between 8 - 8 : 3 0 p m at Beaver-Vu Bowl
4 / 2 3 , 8:30-1 l p m Individual T o u r n e y
Entries D u e 4/21, Co-Rec allowed 8 players
4 / 2 4 , 1 0 a m - d a r k Mens a n d Co-Rec
Mens,
Womens,Co-Rec
Entries D u e 5 / 5
5/7,1 -5pm
Entries D u e 5/7
5 / 1 1 , 8 : 3 0 - 10pm Co-Rec (8 v 8)

Triples Volleyball T o u r n e y
E a r t h Bowling
7 Player Softball T o u r n e y
May Daze 3 on 3 B-Ball
W a t e r Volleyball T o u r n e y

FITNESS PROGRAMMING
Location
Squash C o u r t 1
Gym
Gym
Gym
Gym

Patc/T'me
M - T H , 12:15- 1:00pm T / T H , 5:30-6:15pn

Class
Spinning
Floor Aerobics
Step Aerobics
Knockout Workout
Butts & G u t t s

T, 5:30-o.30pm
M , 5:30-6:30pm
M / T H , 5:30-6:30pm
M / W , 11:30am-12:15pm

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL THE CAMPUS
RECREATION OFFICE AT 775-5815
ADAPTF.D RECREATION & ATHLETICS
Event
Aquatics
Fitness
H a n d b a l l / O p e n Recreation
Biking
Track
W h e e l c h a i r Football
Wheelchair Basketball
Q u a d Rugby
Tennis
C i n c i n n a t i Wheelchair Games
O h i o Wheelchair Games
Canoe Trip

Lftcatipn
S t u d e n t U n i o n Pool
Student U n i o n Fitness C e n t e r
S t u d e n t U n i o n Gym
Student U n i o n E 0 0 9
Student U n i o n Fitness C e n t e r
Student Union Gymnasium
N u t t e r Center McLin G y m
N u t t e r C e n t e r McLin G y m
N u t t e r C e n t e r Courts
Cincinnati
Ohio State University
River's Edge

Dale/Time
T / T H , 9-10:15am
MAV, 9 - 1 0 : 1 5 am
M, 6:30-8pm
T H , 5:30-8pm
T / T H , 4:30-6:30pm
T H , 6:30-8pm
T, 7-9pm
T/TH 7-9pm
W, 5-6:30pm
M a y 1-2, All DayMay 15-16, Ail D a y
J u n e 11, All D a y

For more information contact Andy at X5815 or X5817.

OUTDOOR RECREATION
Event
Canoe/Kayak Clinic
Horseback Riding
Canoe Trip

Date
Apr. 24
May 2 9
J u n e 11

Location
S t u d e n t U n i o n Pool
F.nglewood
River's Edge

CALLING ALL OFFICIALS!
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED!
Interest Meeting at 4pm on Monday, April 12 in the Campus Recreation Office.
For more information contact Eric at X5825.
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CLASSIFIEDS

TO PLACE A
FIRST 25 WORDS STUDENT rs $2 NON-STUDENT = $5 EACH EXTRA 25 = $1
CLASSIFIED AD,
2 Bdrin Apartments
PLEASE CALL
I Block from Wright Stale
Now l.easing Fall Quarter
Private Medical Prs»tice
775-5537
Leasing Sept 1999 thru Aug 2000

EMPLOYMENT

NEEDS SPRING QUARTER?
Assist a student with a disability InClass (Taking class notes, assisting with
lab work, writing, etc.)
S5.70 an hour - work around sour class
schedule. Come to the Office of
Disability Services
E186 Student Union
775-5680
EAST END COMMUNITY
SERVICES is Recruiting for Camp
Counselors 20-30 hours per week,
S7.00 per hour. For Ages 7 to 12.
Beginning June 28 -August 6
Qualifications: College Student, Enjoy
Working with Children, Ability to
Assert Positive Discipline, Previous
Experience Working with Inner City
Children. Submit Resume to:
JOHN DOWNEY
EAST END COMMUNITY
SERVICES CORP.
15 DOVER STREET
DAYTON, OH 45410
FAX (937) 259 - 1897
S288 or more per month. S9 per hour.
Good esperincc for students interested
in Med, Nursing, PT school but not a
necessity. Personal care for a disabled
professor 6 am to 8 am. every other
day.
Call Dr. Chang at 775-4875.
Wanted: Full Time and Part Time
servers/bartenders for Coaster's Grill.
44 Xenia Town Square, Xcnia, OH
372-4400. Featuring casual dining and
entertainment. Need mature, out-going
people with good sales ability.
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
MANPOWER •« recruiting for a one
year plus project located on W PAFB.
The ideal candidates must have at least
one year experience using licrosoft
Office Suite. Positions are possible
temp to hire. 3 pin - II pm with pay
starting at 10.00 per hour. Must have oi
be able to pass a security clearance
Please contact MANPOWER of
Beavercrcck for immediate
consideration.
937-426-2668

CIMARRON WOODS
WALK TO CAMPUS. 2-BEDROOM
UNITS AND UP. FIREPLACE,
WASHER /DRYER FURNISHED,
MICROWAVE, DISHWASHER, AND
MORE. CENTRAL HEAT/AIR. NO
APPLICATION FEE. OFFICE 1396
CIMARRON CIRCLE.
320-1355
Koommate .'Needed' Apartmeni
Available
Available June I thru July 31. $1411 pei
month plus 1/3 of electric. Will have ;
bedroom apartment to yourself most o
the time. On busline. Near Smiths ille Rd
8 miles from WSU
call Laura at 299-6151

l.ow Fees-Prompt Appointments
WOMEN'S MED CENTER 293-3917
www.gynpages.convmcdplus

Available Julylst
Appliances Furnished
Water Sewer and Garbage Included
1-3 People Preferred
1-2 f«S550 per Month
3- People S650 per Month
Call After 6:00 p.m.
(937) 492-7351
(937) 492-5271

PERSONALS a $1

A r e You W e a r i n g

ABORTION ALTERNATIVES
CALL 276-5400 (DAYTON)
OR 426-4238 (BEAVERCREEK) FOR
COMPASSIONATE CHOICES

Apt. for rent
East - Near Smithville Rd. and W.S.I'.
on busline. One bedroom—no pets
(S265.00) month + ($200.00 deposit) +
utilities, (gas heat). Wc furnish hot
water. I.aundry available in basement.
Call 426-7345.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY TRAINING:
Motorcycles, helmets, and student
materials provided for $25 tuition.
Course available davs/nights and
w eekends. Training site is in Troy. (937)
332-6177.

S e e H o w You S c o r e
April 8,1999
National Alcohol Screening Day
Where: WSU's Student Union Atrium & Formal Lounge
When: 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Why?: Fun Activities
Sponsored by: Center for Psychological Services (CPS),
Student Life, Greek Affairs & C a m p u s Recreation
FOR MORE INFORMATION CAI.L 775-3407

LLJJ
YOU ASK YOUR
QUESTIONS...

PLACE A / T
THEY GIVE THEIR
ANSWERS.

Student Government
Presidential Debates
Monday, April 12
Student Union Atrium
11 a.m. until 1 p.m.

PERSONAL CLASSfFI]

Gumm
FOR ONLY

KfflEr!TtIK IMTKUSTATES;OJ'AMKI
C0531653

SHHH!!! Silent Auction!!
APRIL 14
8 A.M. UNTIL 5:30 P.M.
ON THE QUAD
'ELECTRONICS*
'CLOTHING*
*GIFT CERTIFICATES*
AND MUCH MORE!!
ALL PROCEEDS
BENEFIT THE
ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB
FOR MORE
INFORMATION,
CALL 775-2666

WISH CO-

L1JCK OP

N V ( ) l J j f r 11WH LITTLE!
• ETIE
U LOVE Til EM!
TEELYOUR
UHAL TEAMMATESf
LCJOK I O R
KIND
•RACIOUS FOR
TH,
DEE

HI ; A M A N K

^
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J U ^ T S T O P BY T H E G U A R D I I N -

STUDENT UNION AND ASK FOR.
TOM OR DOUG. ALL AD&MUSl' BE 30
WORDS OR LESS AND MUST BE PREPAID. ADS NEED TO BE TURNED fN THI
FRIDAY BEFORE THE ISSUE WANTING
PRINTED IN.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL 775-5537

Abortions to 24 weeks

I
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THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING
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S T A F F at W R I G H T S T A T E U N I V E R S I T Y

HIGH MARKS FROM
MORNINGSTAR, S&P, MOODY'S,
MONEY MAGAZINE AND BILL.
" T I A A - C R E F sets the
s t a n d a r d in the
financial services industry."

—Momingstar"

"...America^
«>p Pension Fund."
—Afoney Magazne, January 1993

AAA

-S4P and Moody's
rating fof TIAA"

-WHiam Ravdin TA
i ACREF R*tapant

" 1 " \ Te take a lot of pride in g a i n i n g
V Vhigh marks from the m a j o r rating
services. But the fact is. w e ' r e equally
p r o u d of the ratings w e get every d a y
from o u r participants. Because at
T I A A - C R E F , ensuring the financial
f u t u r e s of the education a n d research
community is something that goes
beyond stars a n d n u m b e r s .
W e became the w o r l d s largest
retirement organization by offering
/people a wide r a n g e of sound investments, a commitment to s u p e r i o r service, a n d o p e r a t i n g e x p e n s e s that a r e
a m o n g the lowest in the i n s u r a n c e and
mutual f u n d industries.***
With T I A A - C R E F , you'll get the
right choices—and t h e dedication — to

help y o u achieve a lifetime of financial
goals. T h e leading e x p e r t s agree.
S o does Bill.
N o w You C a n J o i n , Too
T h a n k s to recent legislation, y o u may
n o w b e eligible f o r Ohio's Alternative
R e t i r e m e n t Plan ( A R P ) a n d able to
e n j o y t h e b e n e f i t s of T I A A - C R E F ' s
expertise a n d c u s t o m e r service.
C h o o s i n g the right r e t i r e m e n t plan
is a n i m p o r t a n t d e c i s i o n - o n e y o u
should w e i g h carefully. If y o u ' d like
to k n o w m o r e a b o u t h o w
T I A A - C R E F can help y o u build a
c o m f o r t a b l e f u t u r e , call us
at 1 8 7 7 A R P - O H I O or visit
our website.

www.tiaa-cref.org
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WHO AMONG YOU WILL
CAST THE FIRST VOTE??

WHO AMONG YOU WILL
JUST VOTE??!
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ELECTIONS
APRIL 14,15 &16
SAM UNTIL 7PM
POLLING BOOTH IN ALLYN HALL
POLLING BOOTH IN THE STUDENT UNION ATRIUM
BRING YOU AND YOUR WRIGHT ONE CARD.
IT'S JUST THAT SIMPLE,

I

